Background: It is often difficult to differentiate a recurrent glioma from the effects of post-operative radiotherapy by means of conventional neurodiagnostic imaging. Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging ('H-MRSI), that allows in viva measurements of the concentration of brain metabolites such as choline-containing phospholipids (Cho), may provide in vivo biochemical information helpful in distinguishing areas of tumor recurrence from areas of radiation effect. Patients and Methods: Two patients who had undergone resection and post-operative radiotherapy for a cerebral glioma became newly symptomatic. Computed tomographic (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) performed after the intravenous infusion of contrast material, and in one case, [ !8F|fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (PET), could not differentiate between the possibilities of recurrent glioma and radiation effect. The patients underwent 'H-MRSI prior to reoperation and the 'H-MRSI results were compared to histological findings originating from the same locations. Results: A high Cho signal measured by 'H-MRSI was seen in areas of histologicallyproven dense tumor recurrence, while low Cho signal was present where radiation changes predominated. Conclusions: The differentiation between the recurrence of a cerebral glioma and the effects of post-operative irradiation was achieved using 'H-MRSI in these two patients whose conventional neurodiagnostic imaging was equivocal for such a distinction. Where these two conditions are present, metabolite images from 'H-MRSI, such as that based on Cho, can be co-registered with other imaging modalities such as MRI and may also be integrated with functional MRI or functional PET within a multimodal imaging-guided surgical navigation system to assure maximal resection of recurrent tumor while minimizing the risk of added neurological damage. RESUME: Resection d'une tumeur cerebrate sous guidage par spectroscopic de resonance magnetique du proton: distinction entre un gliome rccidivant et des changements induits par la radiotherapie. Introduction: II est souvent difficile de distinguer par I'imagerie neurodiagnostique conventionnelle entre une recidive d'un gliome et les effets de la radiotherapie postoperatoire. L'imagerie par spectroscopie de resonance magnetique du proton ('H-SRM) qui permet de faire des mesures in vivo de la concentration de metabolites au niveau du cerveau tels les phospholipides contenant de la choline (Cho), peut fournir des informations biochimiques in vivo qui aident a distinguer les zones de recurrence tumorale des zones affectees par la radiotherapie. Patients et methodes: Deux patients qui avaient subi une resection d'un gliome cerebral et de la radiotherapie postoperatoire ont presente une recidive de la symptomatologie. La tomodensitometrie et la resonance magnetique apres injection intraveinineuse d'une substance de contraste et, dans un cas, la tomographie par emission de position au 118F]fluorodesoxyglucose, n'ont distinguer entre la possibility d'une recurrence d'un gliome et les effets de la radiotherapie. Les patients ont subi une 'H-SRM avant la reintervention et les resultats de la 'H-SRM ont ete compares aux donnees histologiques des memes sites. Resultats: Un signal Cho eieve mesure par 'H-SRM a ete observe dans les zones de recurrence tumorale dense avec preuve histologique, alors qu'un signal Cho faible etait present dans les zones ou les changements dus a la radiotherapie pnSdominaient. Conclusions: La distiction entre la recurrence d'un gliome cerebral et les effets de I'irradiation postoperatoire a ete faite au moyen de la 'H-SRM chez ces deux patients dont l'imagerie neurodiagnostique conventionnelle etait equivoque sur ce paoint. Quand ces deux conditions son! pr£sentes, les images obtenues au moyen de metabolites par la 'H-SRM, dont celles obtenues au moyen de la Cho, peuvent etre combinees a d'autres modalites d'imagerie telle la RMN et peuvent egalement etre integrees a la RMN fonctionnelle ou PET fonctionnel au sein d'un systeme multimodal de navigation chirurgical guide par imagerie pour s'assurer d'une resection maximale lorsqu'il y a recurrence tumorale tout en minimisant le risque de dommage neurologigue surajoute.
THE CANADIAN JOURNAL OF NEUROLOGICAL SCIENCES shown to accurately predict the histological nature of the most common types of brain neoplasms. 1 -2 Our work in progress correlating regional tumor tissue samples with corresponding 'H-MRSI voxels suggests that the histological features of hypercellularity with and without pleomorphism and necrosis have identifiable 'H-MRSI spectral patterns and that a high concentration of choline-containing phospholipids (Cho) accompanies dense areas of cellular proliferation. 34 It has been suggested that the magnitude of the Cho resonance may be reliable in detecting areas of recurrent tumor growth. 5 " 7 However, histological confirmation of this supposition has heretofore been lacking. We describe two patients with a recurrent glioma that was initially treated with resection and post-operative radiotherapy in whom the concentration of the Cho metabolite differentiated between regions of histologically verified tumor recurrence and areas of radiation effect. The differentiation of recurrent glioma from radiation effect is of obvious importance in the assessment and treatment of patients with a recurrent glioma.
PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patient 1 -Clinical History
A 39-year-old white male developed focal motor seizures 18 months prior to admission to our hospital. A computed tomography (CT) scan performed at the time was reported as normal. A recurrence of seizures 12 months later prompted reinvestigation and an infused CT scan demonstrated a right frontal, enhancing lesion and associated edema. This lesion was resected and histological examination revealed a glioblastoma multiforme. The patient underwent post-operative radiotherapy, with 2 opposing fields covering the cranium, receiving 40 Gy in 20 treatments and the fields thereafter decreased for a total of 60 Gy in 30 treatments.
Six months after his initial surgery, an infused CT scan suggested tumor recurrence and the patient was referred for surgery involving a gene therapy protocol using a herpes simplex virus-thymidine kinase gene/ganciclovir system as approved by the Investigational Review Board of McGill University. 812 The patient underwent MRI with and without gadolinium that suggested radiation necrosis or tumor recurrence but could not conclusively differentiate between the two possibilities ( Figure I A) . Functional PET scanning demonstrated that the posterior aspect of the gadolinium-enhancing area resided within the motor strip ( Figure 2) . A non-quantitative FDG PET study was unable to differentiate tumor recurrence from radiation effect as it revealed radioactivity within the whole of the gadolinium-enhancing area on the MRI, moreso posteriorly.
Because of the difficulty in diagnostic interpretation of the above imaging and to optimize surgical planning, the patient had 'H-MRSI in the belief that the area of recurrent tumor could be better identified relative to the imaging evidence from f-PET and to establish if the area of recurrence comprised the entire gadolinium-enhanced area. The anterior part of the gadolinium-enhancing region revealed 'H-MRSI spectra ( Figure IB) showing high Cho and LA which was suspected to harbor tumor recurrence. The 'H-MRSI spectra of the posterior aspect of the gadolinium-enhancing region, including that part extending into the motor strip as demonstrated by f-PET, was interpreted as not harboring viable tumor as reflected by decreased Cho and Cr, and markedly low NA, and high LA. The 'H-MRSI spectra from tissue in the contralateral hemisphere showed a normal metabolic pattern. Cortical mapping under local anesthesia confirmed the relationship of the abnormal tissue to the motor strip as demonstrated by f-PET.
Using the 'H-MRSI-MRI, resection was confined mainly to the area of high Cho signal, histological examination of which confirmed recurrent glioblastoma multiforme ( Figure 3A The patient awoke from surgery, which included instillation of the herpes simplex-thymidine kinase gene vector solution into the resection margins according to protocol, without new neurological deficits. After a stable course of approximately one year, the patient died of pneumonia. Post mortem examination of the brain revealed that most of the area corresponding to the gadolinium enhancement was radiation necrosis. Viable tumor cells were found in the margins of the resection cavity, i.e., in the area of high Cho signal. Tumor was not found in the posterior area which had shown high activity on FDG PET.
Patient 2 -Clinical History
A 44-year-old male with a history of a resection of a right frontal grade II oligodendroglioma 2 years previously, followed by post-operative radiation therapy to the right frontal area (54 Gy in 30 treatments) was admitted to hospital with worsening memory and a left hemiparesis of 3 months duration. A CT scan following injection of intravenous contrast material showed the area of previous resection although there was no enhancement and minimal mass effect. There were no areas of hypo-or hyperdensity. MRI showed only mild hyperintense signal on T 2 -weighted images posterior and lateral to the area of previous resection, raising the suspicion of tumor recurrence. There was no enhancement with gadolinium. Because of the minimal signal changes, no enhancement, and lack of clear mass effect, neurologic deterioration due to radiation effect was also considered.
The patient underwent 'H-MRSI in the hopes that it would more clearly define the area(s) of tumor recurrence and optimize surgical planning. The Cho image showed areas of high signal intensity anterior and posterior to the previous resection which were suspected to be areas of tumor recurrence ( Figure 5A ). The image based on the NA resonance showed decreased signal intensity in these same areas indicating loss of neurons. There were no areas of high Cho signal intensity lateral to the previous resection cavity.
As predicted by 'H-MRSI, the histological examination of the tissue obtained at reoperation confirmed the presence of recurrent tumor in the anterior and posterior aspects of the previous resection cavity in areas that had shown a Cho signal of high intensity: recurrent grade II oligodendroglioma was found anteriorly and recurrent oligodendroglioma ( Figure 5B ) with malignant features posteriorly. The proximity of the posterior high Cho signal area to the motor strip permitted biopsy only, while a more extensive resection was carried out anteriorly. Histological examination from biopsies into the area lateral to the previous resection cavity that had exhibited low Cho signal demonstrated predominantly radiation changes without necrosis ( Figure 5C ). The patient awoke without new neurologic deficits, and was clinically stable for approximately 2 months after surgery. He did not return for follow-up, but was reported to have clinically deteriorated and died, presumably from progression of the posterior portion of recurrent tumor that could not be resected.
'H-MRSI Methods and Image Integration
Conventional MR scans, as well as two-dimensional 'H-MRSI scans, were acquired using a 1.5 Tesla imaging/spectroscopy system (Gyroscan ACS 1 I/I 11 Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands). The acquired data can be displayed either as a multitude of chemical spectra from voxels (small tissue volumes) within a larger region of interest (ROI) or in tomographic format, i.e., maps based on individual or multiple chemical peaks which display the regional heterogeneous distribution of metabolites within the ROI. 213 " 16 A large region of interest (ROI) which included the tumor, as well as either contralateral or remote normal-appearing brain tissue, was defined for selective excitation. Regions of interest ranged in size from 100-120 mm antero-posterior, 100-120 mm medial-lateral, and 15-20 mm cranio-caudal. These were aligned parallel to the transverse MRI scout slices and spectra were obtained using a 90°-180°-180° (PRESS) pulse sequence for volume selection. Water was suppressed by selective excitation. The following acquisition parameters were used: an inter-pulse delay (TR) of 2000 ms; a spin-echo refocusing time (TE) of 272 ms; a field of view (FOV) of 250 x 250 mm 2 ; 32 x 32 phase encoding steps; and 1 signal average per phase-encoding step. The water-suppressed was followed by a non-water-suppressed image obtained using a TR of 850 ms, a TE of 272 ms, a FOV of 250 x 250 mm 2 and 1 6 x 1 6 phase encoding steps. To correct for 
Figure 3: B) Histopathology of tissue originating from the area of voxel 2 as labeled on Figure 1, which showed less Cho and LA, revealing extensive radiation changes characterized by thickened vessel walls (arrows), reactive astrocytosis (areas marked by triangles), macrophage infiltration (arrowheads), and areas of necrosis (areas marked by asterisks). (Hematoxylin and eosin, 100 X)
artifacts arising from magnetic field inhomogeneities, the watersuppressed 'H-MRSI was divided by the unsuppressed 'H-MRSI after zero-filling the latter to 32 x 32 profiles. This yielded a nominal voxel (tissue volume) size of 0.7 to 1.0 ml (depending on ROI thickness). Total imaging time, including ROI definition, shimming, gradient tuning, and 'H-MRSI acquisition ranged from 55 min to 85 min; acquisition of the 'H-MRSI itself taking 41 minutes.
Post-processing of data and 'H-MRSI image creation was performed using XUNSPECI software (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) running on a Sun SPARC workstation (Sun Microsystems Computer Corp., Mountain View, CA). This included a mild Gaussian filter and an inverse two-dimensional Fourier transform to both the water-suppressed and -unsuppressed 'H-MRSI. Water was further suppressed by left shifting the time domain data and subtracting it from itself. This procedure modulates the amplitude of the spectrum and increas-es the ratio of NA/Cr, but by an amount that is proportional to the true NA/Cr ratio in each voxel.
Resonance intensity measurements (expressed in volts per hertz) were obtained for five of the major chemical resonances observed in the T 2 -weighted 'H-MRSI spectrum of gliomas in vivo. Expressed as the difference in parts per million (ppm) between the resonance frequency of the compound of interest and that of tetramethylsilane, these five resonances included: (1) Cho at 3.2 ppm; (2) Cr at 3.0 ppm; (3) NA at 2.0 ppm; (4) LA at 1.3 ppm; and (5) Lip between 1.3 and 0.9 ppm. Automated calculation of metabolite peak areas was performed on operatorselected voxels within the 'H-MRSI ROIs. For each selected voxel, ranges of the selected metabolite peaks (i.e., Cho, Cr, NA, LA, Lip) were delineated by searching for local minima which straddle a local maximum in predefined ranges of the MR spectrum. Peaks were digitally integrated to yield areas. Peak intensities were normalized by dividing them by the peak intensity of Cr 17 in MRI-normal-appearing voxels located in the contralateral, homologous area. If that was not possible, they were normalized to Cr values in voxels located in remote, MRI-normal-appearing brain tissue.
Metabolite images were reconstructed (XUNSPECI software [Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands]) from the major peaks in the proton spectra showing the regional distribution of choline-containing phospholipids (Cho -3.2 ppm); creatine and phosphocreatine (Cr -3.0 ppm), important for cellular energy status; N-acetyl-containing compounds (NA -2.0 ppm), the dominant contribution being from N-acetylaspartate, a neuronal marker; and lactate (LA -1.3 ppm), an indirect marker of abnormal glycolysis. For purposes of image correlation and surgical guidance, the 'H-MRSI metabolite images and transverse MRI were resampled to the same voxel size and co-registered. If necessary, (as in our second patient) a combined imaging data set using the metabolite images integrated with a global MRI data set, could be merged, along with other imaging modalities, e.g., f-PET or FDG PET images, into an interactive, imageguided planning system that allowed for frameless stereotactic surgical navigation.
Among the metabolite images, particular attention was paid to the Cho image to identify and navigate during surgery to areas of suspected tumor recurrence and radiation change based upon the high or low Cho signal, respectively, in the corresponding area. The elevated Cho signal probably reflects an increase in metabolites that are precursors of the membrane phospholipids involved in neoplastic proliferation. 2I3 -1618
Co-registration of 'H-MRSI and MRI
The process of registering 'H-MRSI images and anatomical MRI images required two sets of acquisitions. Before the acquisition of any MR spectra, a targeting MR volume (or "slab") was acquired in order to localize the volume of interest for subsequent 'H-MRSI acquisitions. A variety of MR imaging sequences can be used for this initial volume depending on the desired image contrast. However, since the image contrast of this slab influences the accuracy of the registration process it is preferable to use a T,-weighted sequence (as in our first patient) which enhances skin features. MR spectra were acquired immediately after the localization process, and we assumed that these two sets of images (the 'H-MRSI and the targeting MRI) are already registered. This approximation is valid assuming no patient movement between the scans. The patients' heads were placed into a special cushioned headrest which immobilizes the head. The metabolite maps ('H-MRSI images) are generated from the MR spectra and they are typically linearly interpolated onto a 256 x 256 x 15 mm 3 "slab".
Integrating 'H-MRSI Into an Image-guided, Frameless Stereotactic System
For integration with the interactive, frameless stereotactic guidance system (Viewing Wand, ISG Technologies, Inc., Toronto, Canada and the Visual Integration Platform for Enhanced Reality [VIPER], Neurolmaging Laboratory, Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Canada), a third image set was acquired: a standard T,-weighted high-resolution (1 mm 3 ) 3-D gradient-echo global volume of the head. The 'H-MRSI was then registered to the global MRI. Since the 'H-MRSI lack detailed structural information, the targeting volume acquired immediately prior to the 'H-MRSI acquisition was used to calculate a transformation between the 'H-MRSI-space and the global MRI-space. The targeting MRI acquired before the spectra is used to obtain the transformation, since it has enough structural information to allow the matching of corresponding features between the two volumes. The same transformation was then used to resample the 'H-MRSI into the global MRI space. This registration procedure can be performed in two ways. If the targeting volume is such that a sufficient number of landmarks can be identified which exist in both MR volumes, a point-by-point registration may be performed. This involves identifying corresponding (or homologous) points in both volumes and performing a linear least-squares minimization (Procrustes) 19 to obtain a mapping from one space to another. If the targeting volume lacked either the resolution or the contrast for such an operation, we used an automatic linear registration algorithm which requires no manual user intervention. For intrasubject registrations within a modality (i.e., MRI to MRI) an algorithm based on information theory 20 was typically used, although a multi-scale 3-D cross-correlation technique 21 can also be used to align the two volumes into the same space. The result obtained from any of these processes is an affine transformation which maps points in the MRS-space into the global MRI-space. Whereas the results from the latter techniques are user-independent and more reproducible, the pointby-point matching is generally computationally less expensive.
Once a transformation existed between the 'H-MRSI images and the global MRI volume, the metabolite map slabs were resampled into the global MRI-space for each metabolite of interest. The visualization software is flexible such that the multiple data sets are not required to have the same sampling, the same resolution, or the same extent.
After resampling the 'H-MRSI images into the global MRI volume, we rendered corresponding slices from each volume and superimposed them on the computer screen. Each volume was assigned its own opacity value (0 for completely transparent, and 1 for completely opaque), such that the relative blending between all the images could independently and interactively varied. Apart from metabolite images, other functional data sets were also available, e.g., FDG PET, f-PET, or f-MRI studies. The procedure used to register the PET volumes to the global MRI incorporated a ratio of variances minimization algorithm (AIR -Automatic Image Registration). 22 The merged volumes (MRI, 'H-MRSI, and PET) were visualized using a standard tri-planar display, where the intersection of the three orthogonal cuts (sagittal, coronal, and axial) defined the point of interest (Figure 4 ). The user could navigate through the volumes using mouse clicks or use keyboard inputs to browse slice by slice.
Considerations of Accuracy and Precision Using 'H-MRSI Integration
The different registration procedures used here have varying results in terms of accuracy and precision. These results are dependent on the modalities involved and the specific method or algorithm employed in the registration. The registration accuracy of biochemical ('H-MRSI) or functional (PET, f-MRI) data with anatomical (MRI, CT) data is in general difficult to assess for two main reasons. First, there is a large difference in the spatial resolution (~ 1 mm 3 for MRI, > 6 mm 3 for PET and 'H-MRSI), necessitating the resampling of one modality along the planes of another in order to estimate the registration accuracy. Also, when dealing with clinical volumes, rarely is there an independent and clear measure of truth, unless an external fiducial system (such as a stereotactic frame) is included in both sets of scans.
Validation studies have been carried out for image modality registration algorithms, each with its own advantages and shortcomings. While the point-matching algorithm requires moderate expertise in anatomy and takes a few minutes, the actual computation time is negligible. 23 The accuracy of the landmarkregistration method is inherently limited by the ability of the user to identify homologous points. Clearly the residual rootmean-square (rms) error decreases as the number of identified point pairs increases. In the registration of PET to MRI volumes a rms error of 0.5 mm was achieved when the rms inaccuracy in the identification of homologous points was 5 mm or less. 24 On the other hand, automated algorithms require little or no user intervention, but are generally computationally expensive. The accuracy of the automated algorithm used to register PET and MRI images has been shown to be < 2 mm 3 . 22 The method described for registering 'H-MRSI to MRI described earlier relies on the critical assumption that the subject remained immobile between the targeting MRI scan and the following MRS imaging. A specialized MRI-to-MRI automated algorithm is used to register the global high-resolution MRI to the targeting MRI. As such, none of the features of the 'H-MRSI are used in the registration process. Rather, the common features of the two MRI scans are used to find a transformation between the two spaces, and the same transformation is applied to the 'H-MRSI to map it to the global MRI. Obviously if the subject did move and the above assumption is invalid, there will be a registration mismatch. Considering the spatial resolution of 'H-MRSI, a slight mismatch may easily go unnoticed. However, careful visual inspection has shown that the 'H-MRSI metabolite images match with structural images in the post processing stage. If the resolution of 'H-MRSI were on the same order as the global MRI, such small registration errors would be more noticeable. However, because of the resolution difference between 'H-MRSI and MRI, such errors are negligible.
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Figure 4:
The multimodal imaging integration of the Cho metabolite map, gadolinium-infused MRI, andf-PET as viewed on a screen display of the intraoperative, interactive, image-guided frameless stereotactic surgical navigation system. The triplanar view is situated at an optimum point at which to view the high Cho signal in coronal, transverse, and sagittal planes and also shows well the f-PET signal in the motor strip in the sagittal plane. Note that the area of resection encompassed the anterior region of high Cho signal. Biopsies were acquired along the posterior margin of the resection area. This integrated imaging scheme reveals that the area of high Cho signal is anterior and slightly inferior to the activated motor cortex seen on f-PET. Figure 5: A) Integrated Cho image with a corresponding transverse slice of the MRI indicates the locations of the recurrence of the oligodendroglioma and their relationship to the previous resection cavity (R). The area of high Cho signal anteriorly was included in the right frontal resection, while the posterior area of high Cho could not be resected because it involved the motor cortex. Spectra are shown along with the locations of their voxels. Note the high Cho peaks in spectra 1 and 3, and the LA peaks in spectra I and 2. (The relevant main metabolite peaks have been bolded for clarity.) Figure 5 : B) While the tissue from spectrum 3 was composed of a grade II oligodendroglioma (spectra from this area showing high Clio and low NA), the biopsied tissue from the voxel of spectrum I showed oligodendroglioma with malignant changes (histological features suggested by spectra from the area displaying high Cho, low NA, and high LA). 2 ' 4 The voxel corresponding to spectrum 2, which does not show high Clio signal, showed tissue C) consistent with post-radiation changes. Spectrum 2 also shows evidence of abnormal glycolysis as indicated by the LA peak. Spectrum 4 shows a normal pattern for human brain tissue. (Hematoxylin and eosin, lOOx. )
DISCUSSION
Differentiation of Tumor Recurrence and Radiation Change
Despite advances in CT scanning and MRI technology, the differentiation between the recurrence of a glioma and radiation change, including necrosis, remains problematic and uncertain until histological confirmation is obtained. The differentiation of these two pathologies will become all the more important as treatment modalities presently under investigation, such as the use of agents that enhance the effects of radiotherapy (radiosensitizers) and genetic therapies which may be associated with an inflammatory response, come into wider use, if only in investigational protocols. We have demonstrated that 'H-MRSI was able to differentiate dense regions of tumor recurrence from radiation effects in our two patients.
Nuclear medicine imaging, such as FDG PET and dual-isotope single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) may be useful in detecting regions of dense tumor growth in non-irradiated patients, but are relatively insensitive to less LE JOURNAL CANADIEN DES SCIENCES NEUROLOGIQUES densely cellular regions and have so far not proved reliable in differentiating recurrent tumor from radiation necrosis. 67 -25 " 29 With both modalities tumor can appear isointense with adjacent cortical grey matter complicating interpretation. Studies have indicated that FDG PET results cannot be correlated accurately with tumor progression in patients receiving intensive irradiation. 28 ' 29 This lack of accuracy may be due to metabolic alterations in glucose metabolism of tumor cells exposed to radiation. 28 FDG PET is limited by availability, expensive cost, and lack of anatomical correlation for the metabolic data. In addition, for truly meaningful interpretation FDG PET must be acquired utilizing a more involved quantitative sequence.
Rapid MR imaging during bolus injection of contrast agent can generate maps of relative cerebral blood volume which may distinguish recurrent tumor that is highly vascularized from radionecrosis. 30 Differentiation of tumor from adjacent grey matter has, however, proven difficult. Such dynamic MR imaging would likely not have shown the areas of tumor recurrence in our second patient as the tumor did not show enhancement.
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THE CANADIAN JOURNAL OF NEUROLOGICAL SCIENCES Unlike FDG PET or SPECT which rely on radionuclide injection, 'H-MRSI conveniently allows for the direct, noninvasive observation of multiple proton-containing metabolites simultaneously in vivo, either by quantification of spectral peaks or by reconstruction of images that show the regional distribution of the metabolites throughout a large region of interest. 'H-MRSI sequences such as ours, or shorter sequences (although they may not yield high quality spectra, but are nonetheless quite usable) can be easily added to a conventional MR imaging examination and are well tolerated by most patients.
The elevated Cho pattern in these two patients with recurrent gliomas was similar to that observed in our experience with untreated gliomas.'-2 - 31 We hypothesized that this pattern represented tumor recurrence. The increased signal from Cho seen in brain tumors is thought to reflect enhanced cellular membrane phospholipid synthesis accompanying tumor cell proliferation, increased cellularity, or increased amounts or mobility of choline-containing phospholipids within tumor cells. 5 " 718 -32 " 34 Although not confirmed with biopsy at the time of 'H-MRSI, two recent studies have shown increasing levels of Cho in tumors radiologically and clinically interpreted to be progressing; 6 -7 and areas believed to be radionecrotic showed lowered Cho and inconsistently elevated levels of aliphatic resonances. 6 In vitro 'H-MRSI analyses of surgically-removed astrocytoma specimens have generally indicated increases in Cho levels and decreases in NA levels -both of which have been shown to be associated with increases in tumor malignancy. 35 " 40 In vivo 'H-MRSI studies of human astrocytomas have found a similar relationship between metabolic features and histopathological grade. 2 -13 -' 5 -16 -32 -39 -41 " 45 Furthermore, LA is more likely to be present in malignant tumors than in low-grade astrocytomas, and Lip is known to occur in tumors of higher histopathological grade. 2 -35 -46 Moreover, the presence of Lip in intact surgical specimens has been found to correlate with the amount of cellular necrosis seen under the microscope. 35 -46 Our first case showed low Cho and Cr, little, if any, NA and the presence of LA in the area preoperatively thought to be and histologically proved as radiation necrosis. In our second case histological examination did not show the massive necrotic changes that may be associated with irradiation, although moderate radiation effect changes, including vascular thickening and decreased cellularity, were present lateral to the previous resection margin. In this area, spectra showed decreased peaks for Cho, Cr, NA and low levels of LA. We and others have observed a pattern of significantly reduced MR metabolites in acellular regions and occasionally in the necrotic/cystic core of many malignant tumors or other lesions. 2 " 4 -6 In these two patients the spectral pattern of significantly reduced metabolites with evidence of abnormal glycolysis (low levels of LA) in the areas histologically proven as showing changes due to irradiation effect was consistent with the type of tissue seen: relative acellularity, reactive astrocytes, vascular thickening, spotty areas of necrosis. Occasionally radiation changes may involve large areas of cystic necrosis similar to that seen in the cores of glioblastomas. In these cases, spectra would be expected to show large peaks for LA and Lip. Thus defining radiation change by means of a characteristic 'H-MRSI spectrum may be difficult because of the range of changes that may be seen in irradiated brain tissue. In both of our cases, however, the Cho signal was low in the areas of radiation change, while it was high where recurrent tumor predominated. Thus, as evidenced by these two patients, the Cho signal may prove to be the most specific indicator for areas that are relatively dense in viable tumor cells. It may thus prove to be more expedient to define which locations harbor dense areas of recurrent tumor rather than where irradiation effected tissue predominates.
Histological examination of the tissue resected in our patients correlated to the corresponding 'H-MRSI voxels confirms for the first time that regions with a high Cho signal in patients who have undergone post-operative irradiation correspond to areas where viable tumor predominates. These two cases suggest that it is possible to differentiate relatively dense areas of tumor recurrence from radiation effects by means of 'H-MRSI. However when both conditions co-exist at the same location, it may be difficult to differentiate precisely where radiation effect ends and tumor begins. In this setting the boundaries distinguishing these two entities would need to be defined at the microscopic level, which is as yet beyond the capabilities of 'H-MRSI.
Using 'H-MRSI in an Integrated Multimodal Imaging System
The in vivo biochemical images obtained with 'H-MRSI that show the regional heterogeneity of metabolite concentrations can be useful in surgical guidance, 3 -4 allowing resection or biopsy of areas where maximal tumor activity is suspected. Multimodal image integration is becoming increasingly important for neurosurgical planning. Intraoperative, interactive, image-guided, frameless stereotactic systems have the potential to take advantage of the use of multimodal image integration not only for the identification of important deep brain structures or eloquent cortex, but also to display regional distributions of brain tumor metabolites indicating areas of tumor that differ in cellular composition. These cases show the advantage of the 'H-MRSI data registered with other imaging data (such as routine MR sequences) or integrated smoothly into a multimodal image display system that affords localization of tissue specimens with corresponding voxels for spectral measurements. Further use of this system incorporating in vivo biochemical information will assess whether or not this system provides the surgeon with an improved ability to plan or guide the resection or biopsy of brain tumors. CONCLUSIONS We have demonstrated in two diagnostically difficult cases that the differentiation between relatively dense areas of tumor recurrence and radiation change may be achieved using 'H-MRSI in patients whose neurodiagnostic interpretation based on CT or MRI is equivocal for such a differentiation. We are currently in the process of expanding our experience using 'H-MRSI for the localization of recurrent tumor. Integrated with conventional MRI, 'H-MRSI can guide the extent of resection, limiting it to the area of tumor recurrence, thus avoiding damage to eloquent regions that grossly and radiologically may appear just as abnormal as the area of tumor infiltration. As such the usefulness of 'H-MRSI in brain tumor patients extends beyond simple diagnosis of tumor type and enters the realm of therapeutic guidance. The surgical utility of metabolic images from 'H-MRSI can be further enhanced by co-registration with data sets from other imaging modalities into a frameless stereotactic, image-guided surgical navigation system.
